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ABSTRACT

Network nodes function as routers in ad hoc networks forwarding data packets that had its genesis in other nodes for communication extending beyond transmission range. Usually, ad hoc network routing protocols are built to function well in non-adversarial surroundings. Routing protocol security is critical in settings where networks face attacks which disrupt communication. This paper proposes to simulate/study black hole attack impact in ad hoc networks with DSR routing protocol. The obtained output is the basis for a novel statistical method to identify black hole attack based on RREQ control packet sequence. The proposed method is able to identify black hole attacks in the network and avoid the node during new route discovery.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In certain situations, it is necessary to have a temporary network without any physical infrastructure or centralized administration. This temporary network is made possible by a collection of wireless hosts – which are called ad hoc networks. In ad hoc networks, network nodes function as routers and relay data packets originated from other nodes to communicate beyond transmission range. Applications of ad hoc network such as military exercises, disaster relief are temporary they can be attacked from within, and non-adversarial surroundings. Routing disruption attacks and resource consumption attacks are both routing protocol attacks [5]. They are observed by through monitoring each node’s component event and are detected immediately or when they occur repeatedly. Some methods to detect attacks include:

- Incorrect forwarding detection through passive acknowledgment.
- Bogus routing identification when intermediate nodes do not have same route information in its cache even after advertising.
- Indicating salvage through the absence of link error message before receipt of a salvaged message.
- Restricted reply time detection by comparing it to actual route length.
- Detection of bogus route metrics by comparing metrics to actual quality

Common attacks faced by networks include blackhole, grey hole and wormhole attacks and IP spoofing. Blackhole attacks are malicious nodes that refuse to forward traffic. A malicious node claims to have a shortest route to a destination leading to all traffic being forwarded to it. Black hole nodes are invisible and can be detected by monitoring lost traffic. Similar to a black hole attack, a Greyhole attack

Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) is developed for ad hoc network routing [3, 4]. DSR is a source routing protocol where a source node specifies the route that the packet should use. Basic DSR mechanisms include Route discovery and Route maintenance. Neighbor nodes get a ROUTE REQUEST (RREQ) message from nodes to establish a route. On receipt of this message it is forwarded to neighbors by nodes and put themselves into the source route. On receipt of the message by destination node or a node having route information to the destination in its route cache, the node sends a reply containing information about the full source route. Then the source node picks up shortest route and stores it, and forwards messages along it. Routes with better route metrics get priority and this is in the cache for a longer duration. Usually, the route metrics considered include are the hop number, delay, bandwidth and the duration for the ROUTE REPLY (RREP) to reach the source. Route maintenance is activated when a break on the route is detected by the source node while forwarding data packet to a destination. When a link from node itself and to the next node is broken, it sends a ROUTE ERROR (RERR) message to the source node, which while removing the broken link from its route cache, uses another route to the destination. If another route is not available, it starts a route discovery again.

Routing disruption attacks and resource consumption attacks are both routing protocol attacks [5]. They are observed by through monitoring each node’s component event and are detected immediately or when they occur repeatedly. Some methods to detect attacks include:

- Incorrect forwarding detection through passive acknowledgment.
- Bogus routing identification when intermediate nodes do not have same route information in its cache even after advertising.
- Indicating salvage through the absence of link error message before receipt of a salvaged message.
- Restricted reply time detection by comparing it to actual route length.
- Detection of bogus route metrics by comparing metrics to actual quality

Common attacks faced by networks include blackhole, grey hole and wormhole attacks and IP spoofing. Blackhole attacks are malicious nodes that refuse to forward traffic. A malicious node claims to have a shortest route to a destination leading to all traffic being forwarded to it. Black hole nodes are invisible and can be detected by monitoring lost traffic. Similar to a black hole attack, a Greyhole attack...
is when only data packets are not forwarded. A Wormhole attack takes place when a malicious node recording packets in one location sends them to another through a tunnel. In conflict-detection allocation, a new node chooses a random address and broadcasts a conflict detection packet throughout the MANET. A node veto prevents it from using this address. When a malicious node repeatedly impersonates a member occupying the same IP address and replies with vetoes repeatedly, it is known as an IP Spoofing attack. This paper proposes a study of black hole attacks in DSR aided network. Statistical techniques study the correlation between past control packet overheads and present overheads.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Literature has many innovative methods [6, 7, 8] to ensure security for an ad hoc network. A suggestion is that there is a distinction between a network with an a priori trust relationship between nodes and one which lacks trust between nodes. Another suggestion is to secure key management service in a networking environment to ensure secure routing as these two issues are very important and essential. Failures are tolerated through use of redundancies in network topology and by utilizing diversity coding. Seung Yi et al. [9] suggested a new technique known as “Security-Aware ad hoc Routing” (SAR) where security features are included as parameters in route discovery process.

Hu et al., [10] presented ‘Ariadne’ a DSR based protocol for route protection which could be used with several authentication mechanisms like digital signatures, MACs computed with pair-wise secret keys, or TESLA. Compromised node attacks which tamper with uncompromised nodes/denial of service attacks can be prevented by the new procedure. Every route request should be authenticated using hash chain elements to protect a network from being overloaded with counterfeit route requests. Discovered paths can be protected by combining TESLA authenticators (MACs) added by intermediate routers and hash technique. The proposed method’s security mechanisms are very efficient and useful for a various routing protocols.

Nodes being categorized on a dynamic measured behavior was suggested by Marti et al. [11]. The proposed method increased throughput in MANETs through complementing DSR with a watchdog and path rater. While a watchdog detected malicious behavior, the pathrater rated trust management and routing policy on a path, thereby ensuring that nodes avoided malicious nodes on routes to deliver data packets. Simulation proved the efficient performance of the proposed method, increasing throughput by 17% when 40% misbehaving nodes were present.

All literature revealed techniques are reactive with not even one learning from past data regarding mitigating attacks. This paper proposes to locate a correlation between past history and current pattern for Black hole attacks identification.

3. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

A generally used statistical technique is Correlation providing the relationship degree between two variables. The correlation value provides a statistical similarity between two variables, from total correlation to no correlation with values ranging from 1 to 0. A correlation analysis provides better data understanding. Correlation quantifies data but not categorical data. Correlation is represented by correlation coefficient, generally ranging from -1 to +1. A correlation is positive when its coefficient is nearer +1 and negative when value is closer to -1. Correlation calculation is as follows:

$$r = \frac{N \sum xy - (\sum x)(\sum y)}{\sqrt{N \sum x^2 - (\sum x)^2} \sqrt{N \sum y^2 - (\sum y)^2}}$$

Where: 
- \( N \) = number of pairs of score \((x, y)\)
- \( \sum xy \) = sum of the products of paired scores
- \( \sum x \) = sum of x scores
- \( \sum y \) = sum of y scores
- \( \sum x^2 \) = sum of squared x scores
- \( \sum y^2 \) = sum of squared y scores

This paper proposes study of correlation between historical data with nil attacks, monitoring the same in control packets. The proposed analysis uses Route Request (RREQ) control packets to detect if any are positively or negative correlated. When correlation is negative on comparison with historical data under similar network conditions, it is assumed to be an attack.

4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experimental setup consists of over 20 nodes spread over an area of 500 m x 500 m in OPNET Simulator. The nodes are moving randomly. Each node has a transmission power of 0.0005 w and data rate of 11 Mbps. DSR routing protocol parameters were set as shown in table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1. DSR ROUTING PARAMETERS USED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Route expiry time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Request table size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum transmission attempt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timeout value for non-propagating requests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gratuitous route reply timer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance hold off time during route maintenance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance acknowledgement time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Two scenarios are considered, in the first scenario contains three malicious nodes utilize a high power transmitter and receiver for black hole attack as shown in Figure 1. The second scenario is made of a normal network without attack which is based on historical data. Experimental results obtained are shown in the next section.
5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Simulation of the proposed architecture was carried out for 300 seconds and the results obtained are tabulated in figure 2 to figure 6.

It can be seen with the presence of malicious nodes, the broadcast of requests is affected and decreases by almost 50% which can decrease the QOS (see figure 2).

Though the route discovery time is not affected due to the RREP sent back by the malicious nodes (as shown in Figure 3).

The route request and replies sent between source and destination also decreases due to the drops caused by the malicious nodes as shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5. Since route discovery is affected it can be seen the performance of the network degrades proportionately.
From figure 5, it can be seen an attack is present in the network as the correlation between the data is high. The network shows an ongoing attack.

Figure 5. Correlation graph of the Route requests sent between historical and current data

Figure 6 shows the throughput of the system. It can be seen that due to inconsistent route discovery and packet dropping by the malicious nodes, the throughput drops by more than 30%.

6. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes prediction of black hole attacks in DSR enabled wireless networks. To evaluate the proposed method, a simulation set up including 15% network nodes acting as malicious nodes dropping packets received is used. Simulations were run for 300 seconds revealing that even with a small group of malicious nodes network degradation was more than 30% with respect to throughput. As Ad hoc networks are formed by cooperating individual nodes, identification of malicious nodes is of paramount importance to alleviate effects caused by it in avoiding security issues and network degradation. The proposed correlation based evaluation of two scenarios gives enough data to know whether a network is under attack or not.
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